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Cities, languages, stereotypes and
discrimination: an Italian study /1
BEAMS aims at analysing the linkages between the production and use of
“pieces” of popular culture, on one hand, and the creation of and contrast
to prejudices and stereotypes, on the other hand.
Although it is not easy to link the institutional activity of the Municipalities
with the concept of “popular culture”, we believed that it would have
been interesting to explore the role of the cities as facing the
phenomenon of NER discrimination through a review of initiatives and
images that refer, directly or indirectly, to the theme of migration but also
to that of Roma, Sinti and Travellers.
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Cities, languages, stereotypes and
discrimination: an Italian study /2
In this framework, the work of Cittalia addresses in particular:
1) the role of the Italian cities in relation to the phenomenon of
discrimination through the analysis of specific initiatives (what is the
attitude of local authorities towards the phenomenon of
discrimination? what is the role played by Municipalities in the
creation and contrast to this phenomenon?);
2) the linkage between cities and production of popular culture through
a review of messages, images, posters, photos used in the framework
of local initiatives that have the characteristics of “generating
culture”, or at least contributing to shape the public opinion.
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The structure of the research – Part 1
1. Cities, migrants, stereotypes and fight against discrimination
1.1 The framework of the research
1.2 The role of local authorities
1.3 The legal framework in Italy
1.4 The networks of Italian cities for the integration of third
coutnry nationals and to combat discrimination
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The role of local authorities /1
Along with the increase of diversity, the attention paid to discrimination
– interpreted as disparity in the treatment of certain individuals based
on the assumption that they possess certain characteristics due to their
belonging to a given group or category – has also increased at local level.
The focus on discrimination within cities is fully understandable if we
regard cities as the space, or the arena, in which both discrimination and
diversity become more visible. Cities can be seen as the “final
destination” for most existing policies (national, regional and municipal)
in that cities represent the space in which such policies are put into
action and hence come into contact with the target population – namely,
citizens.
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The role of local authorities /2
Addressing discrimination represents a means of not only affirming the
rights and respect due each individual, but also of fostering the
development of better social space for the broader community.
As UNESCO puts it, cities are “the privileged space to link upstream and
downstream actions” precisely because they make it possible “to involve
actors on the ground, including the targets of discrimination, to make
sure that those international and national instruments are applied and
respond to concrete problems”. Local authorities can play a crucial role
in fighting racism due to their capability to mobilize forces within their
jurisdiction. Being both institutional and local, municipalities represent
an added value to anti‐discrimination policies due their capacity to
unite key stakeholders, at institutional as well as local level, and
dedicate resources to fight discrimination.
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The legal framework in Italy

Local authorities are responsible for the removal of the obstacles that hinder, de
facto, the social integration of foreign citizens and in general the full exercise of
their legally recognised rights and interests, in respect of the fundamental rights
(art. 3 comma 5 D.Lgs 268/1998).
Competences and functions attributed to the Municipalities by the specific
Regional Laws.
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The structure of the research – Part 2
2. The language of the Italian cities on migration, integration
and contrast to the discrimination of foreign citizens and
Roma, Sinti and Travellers populations
2.1 The good and bad communication of the Municipalities
2.2 A review of initiatives and images of the cities in relation
to the theme of integration
2.3 Interviews
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The good and bad communication of the cities
9 all the cities are different
9 in general, more and more intense use of institutional communication to
address the themes of integration of foreign citizens
9 awareness of the local elected representatives on the theme of
integration is still very low, ntowithstanding the visible changes in society
9examples of bad / stereotyped / discriminatory communication are still
very widespread in Italy
9examples of good communication or communication that tends to avoid
stereotypes exist
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An example of bad communication: the case of Adro
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A review of initiatives and images ‐ Conclusions /1
• Key role of cities: Cities play a key role in relation both to the generation
and perpetuation of prejudices and stereotypes and to their contrast;
• More intense communication over migration‐related themes: Cities have
their own language, including visual language. This language is evolving,
often outside a clear policy‐led framework or guidelines. However, in
general, a more and more intense use of communication items referring
directly or indirectly to the themes of migration and integration can be
found in the institutional communication of Municipalities;
• More intense use of visual elements to depict themes of migration and
integration: Postes, photos, images used by the cities on the occasion of
public initiatives represent an instrument for the formation of pieces of
popular culture, due to their strong social‐cultural impact on citizens;
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A review of initiatives and images ‐ Conclusions /2
• Lack of professional communication units fully aware of the necessity to
avoid the risk of stereotypes: Cities “play” with the imagination of citizens
but their institutional communication, including visual language, is often
improvised;
•Territoriality: the initiatives of the Municipalities, including
communication actions, primarily address cities in their territories.
Therefore, taken individually, they can influence the “local culture” but they
can hardly generate “pieces of mass popular culture”;
• Authority: the influence of cities’ initiatives and cities’ communication on
popular culture and public opinion is doubled, due to their institutional
character and, in general, their credibility vis a vis the citizens;
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A review of initiatives and images ‐ Conclusions /3
• Multiplicator effects and “trend” generators: opinion leaders and
networks. Even if cities are not natural pop culture generators, the presence
of opinion leaders (i.e. Mayors who have political visibility at national and
European level) and the presence of city networks that implement joint
initiatives (i.e. ECCAR, the Network of Intecultural Cities and in Italy, the
campaign “L’Italia sono anch’io” or other initiatives under the umbrella of
ANCI) make them active players also in relation to the creation of “popular
culture” in a broader way.
• Different visual and communication approaches
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Different visual and
communication approaches
¾ depicting the foreign citizen by
enhancing its ethnic and cultural
diversity. Good intentions but risky
approach / risk of incurring in
stereotypes / positive stereotypes.

9 Question: is it possible to break down
stereotypes by enhancing diversity
through stereotypes?
Example 1 ‐ Arezzo
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Example 2 ‐ Naples
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Example 3 ‐ Saluzzo

Different visual and
communication approaches /2
¾ Depicting the differences by using a
more aseptic and mainstreaming
approach.

Example 4 ‐ Catania
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Example 5 ‐ Arezzo
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Example 6 ‐ Arezzo

Different visual and communication approaches /3
¾ Depicting the differences by
putting the individuals at the
center of the image, through
the centrality of their faces
and expressions.

Example 7 – Lamezia Terme
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Example 8 ‐ Naples

Example 9 ‐ Pizzo

Example 10 – Reggio Emilia
Example 11 ‐ Turin

Example 12 ‐ Turin

Example 13 ‐ Turin

Recommendations / 1
• create a strategy of communication and train local media, including
press/communication offices within the Municipalities;
• improve the synergy between the Municipality, local media and press
offices and local users;
• improve the cooperation with other Municipalities, in order to achieve a
multiplier effect;
• raise awareness among policy makers / opinion leaders in order to let
them avoid the authomatic linkage “immigration ‐ security problems” in
their speeches;
• to include in the communication staff of the municipalities people with a
foreign background.
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Recommendations / 2
• In order to improve the effectiveness of the communication while
avoiding stereotypes as much as possible, “let the institutional
communication surprise us, create a positive curiosity and be emotional”,
more empathetic, because “love and sentiment are still able to touch and
gladden people, in a Country such as Italy where people do not talk to each
other anymore”, or where they do it less and less frequently. (quot. Oliviero
Toscani, photographer).
• adopt an approach that starts from the awareness that each individual is
unique, that there are not two identical people in the world, that in
diversity we can found the interest for life, art, for everything because
“each person is unique and unrepeatable, each person is a masterpiece”.
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Thank you for your attention!
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